Power Up Your Sales
Through Power Speaking!
By Craig Harrison
www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

To become a mean, lean, selling machine it's time you trim the linguistic fat that weighs
your words down. Rid yourself of language that diminishes your power. Avoid qualifiers,
hedges and other figures of speech that dilute your message and diminish your impact.
Speak the language of success…without qualification!
Look Out for the Hedge
Review your written and spoken words to audit your use of qualifiers, words that limit or
qualify a word or phrase. Are you using words that weaken the impact of your
statements? Qualifiers undermine your own message. They minimize your words' impact.
Consider these two statements by competing vendors:
1. We'll deliver it by Wednesday.
2. We'll try to deliver it by Wednesday.
Which will you buy from? I'm sure it would be the former!
Consider these assertions about similar products made by competing sales reps:
1. It's the best product on the market!
2. I believe it's the best product on the market!
3. It's the best product on the market, in my estimation.
Who will you buy from? Unequivocally, the one who sounds most confident: the first
speaker's statement.
The following words, whether inserted before a claim or statement, or appended
thereafter, weaken your statements, and should be avoided whenever possible:
Try
Maybe
If…
Possibly
Perhaps…
With luck,
Perchance

Might
Consider…
Entertain a notion
Hope to
OK?
Would like to…?
I believe…

In my opinion…
I feel…
As far as I can tell…
I suppose …
I suggest …
I think…

Too many qualifiers in a sentence call into question the veracity of your statements.
Remember, you're not running for office, you are selling! Speak with authority,
assuredness and confidence. Weak language interdicts your power. Banish weak words
and the language of doubt from your lexicon.

Check Your Power Source
Another way you weaken your writing and speaking occurs when you ascribe facts and
statements to unspecified sources. Be bold in your statements. Take ownership of facts,
statements and opinions. Every time you ascribe a statement to "people" or "others" it
weakens the message. Consider these statements:
"I've heard this product saves money and time."
"Some say this product saves both money and time."
"Prevailing wisdom suggests this product saves both time and money."
"People say this product saves both time and money."
"Sources tell us suggests this product saves both time and money."
"The July edition of Transaction World magazine concluded this product saves both
time and money!"
The last example packs a wallop. There is power in specificity! Vague is weak. Specific
sells!
Don't Get Tagged Out
Beware of weakening your spoken message through the use of tag questions. Tag
questions occur when you turn a statement into a question through appending a query to
the end of your statement. Sales leaders speak in bold statements, without qualification.
Their tentative counterparts qualify their assertions by appending a question to the end of
their statements.
Below are several examples. In each case the first instance contains a bold statement; the
second sentence becomes a tag question.
This is terrible!
This is terrible, isn't it?
People abhor indecision!
People abhor indecision, don't you think?
Soldiers won't follow a leader who says: We're going to take that hill, aren't we? And
customers will respond best to the sales leader who speaks with power, precision and
persuasion. Weak language diminishes all three. Speak in imperatives! Make
declarations!! Beware the excessive use of tag questions.
Power to the Speaker!
Power, passion and purpose all fuel sales. You dampen the flames when you sprinkle
qualifiers into your language, use tag questions and hedge statements excessively. Power
up your sales. Trim your language of these crutches and watch your sales soar.
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and receive constructive criticism, learn to turn rejection into redirection,
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Enhance your c red i bil ity in the workplace through more c on fi dent and
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Listening — The Forgotten Communication Skill
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Miscommunication as a result of p o or l ist ening sk ills costs millions of
dollars, countless hours of wasted time. Have we gotten your attention yet?
Learn about listening vs. hearing, uncover the meta-message in
communications and learn how gender and other variables alter listening
skills. Learn to become a powerful listener.

Mastering E-Mail Communication
Learn to send e ff ect i ve, s erv ice-or iente d E-m ail s. Learn its advantages
and disadvantages, strengths and weaknesses. Develop your checklist for
when you should (and shouldn't) use E-Mail, learn the best use of subject
lines, signature lines, white space, CC and BCC, and actually edit real life emails for readability and simplicity!
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Effective Meeting Management Avoid An All-Meet Diet
Whether you’re leading, facilitating or just suffering from meetings, this
presentation teaches you everything you need to know to plan, stage and
recover from m eeting s, be they weekly, board or the shareholder variety.
Addresses agendas, rules of order, addressing challenges, and how to
manage meeting monsters!
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